	
  

Trade Press Release
CAE launches CAE RealCase Troubleshooting for maintenance
training
• Dassault Falcon 7x, 900EX and 2000EX are the first programs
Geneva, Switzerland, May 20, 2013 – (NYSE: CAE; TSX: CAE) – CAE today announced on the eve of
the European Business Aviation Conference & Exhibition (EBACE) the launch of CAE RealCase
Troubleshooting for maintenance training. The innovative methodology is now available for the Dassault
Falcon 7X, Falcon 900EX EASy, and Falcon 2000EX EASy models.
CAE RealCase Troubleshooting for maintenance training was developed using the same principles
behind CAE RealCase for recurrent pilot training - incorporating recent real-life event scenarios into
training. The content is fact-based and is supported by using CAE Simfinity™ simulation, Falcon FIELD
5®, and Avionics interfaces using Central Maintenance Computer (CMC) messages and fault codes.
Classroom exercises keep students engaged and provide a solid foundation to build and learn from.
“We are impressed with CAE’s continuous innovation in its training offering,” says Dean Anderson,
Dassault’s Director, Service Network and Maintenance Training. “CAE RealCase Troubleshooting is a
leading-edge product which will ensure that Falcon maintenance personnel are trained to the high
standard we need and expect.”
CAE RealCase Troubleshooting maintenance training can be delivered at the customer site using CAE’s
mobile Simfinity™-based classroom which reduces travel expenses.
CAE RealCase Troubleshooting is also available at maintenance training centres owned or operated by
CAE and located in Dallas, New York/New Jersey, Little Rock and Phoenix in the United States, Dubai,
UAE and Bordeaux, France.
In early 2013, Dassault awarded all CAE business aviation training centres worldwide a Falcon Training
Policy Manual (FTPM) certificate, which validates that CAE is delivering superior quality training services
for Falcon pilots and maintenance personnel. The FTPM is the highest level attainable by a Dassault
Authorized Training Provider (DATP).
About CAE
CAE is a global leader in modeling, simulation and training for civil aviation and defence. The company
employs approximately 8,000 people at more than 100 sites and training locations in approximately 30
countries. CAE offers civil aviation, military, and helicopter training services in more than 45 locations
worldwide and trains approximately 100,000 crewmembers yearly. In addition, the CAE Oxford Aviation
Academy offers training to aspiring pilot cadets in 11 CAE-operated flight schools. CAE’s business is
diversified, ranging from the sale of simulation products to providing comprehensive services such as
training and aviation services, integrated enterprise solutions, in-service support and crew sourcing. The
company applies simulation expertise and operational experience to help customers enhance safety,
improve efficiency, maintain readiness and solve challenging problems. CAE is leveraging its simulation
capabilities in new markets such as healthcare and mining. www.cae.com
Follow us on Twitter @CAE_Inc
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CAE contacts:
Nathalie Bourque, Vice President, Public Affairs and Global Communications, +1-514-734-5788,
nathalie.bourque@cae.com
Investor relations: Andrew Arnovitz, Vice President, Investor Relations and Strategy,
+1-514-734-5760, andrew.arnovitz@cae.com
	
  

